DOES JAPAN INTEND TO FURNISH TROOPS FOR EUROPEAN WAR?

Plan to Organize Two New Army Corps Causes Suspicion and Opposition

PARLIAMENT SPLIT, MAY BE DISSOLVED

Budget Now Shows Deficit of $13,000,000 — Japan in Bad Shape Financially

DAYS OF THE 1600s COMMEMORATED

The 283rd anniversary of the capture of the Spanish city of Cadiz was celebrated in ceremonies held in the city yesterday. The event is one of the most important events in the history of Spain.

FOURTH ANNIVERSARY OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSION

Today marks the fourth anniversary of the nuclear explosion that occurred in Hiroshima, Japan. The impact of the explosion has been felt around the world, and efforts continue to be made to mitigate its effects.

TEN YEARS OLD

Sundays are often referred to as "Sundays," but the term has a longer history than that. The term "Sundays" was first used in the 16th century.

THE WEATHER

Philadelphia, Dec. 14 - The weather in Philadelphia today was sunny and mild, with temperatures reaching a high of 50 degrees Fahrenheit. The forecast for tomorrow is similar.

WISCONSIN WEATHER

The weather in Wisconsin today was characterized by widespread snowfall, with up to 15 inches of snow reported in some areas. The forecast for tomorrow is for continued cold and snowy conditions.

A PROPER MOURNING
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